Central Business Offices in several BOCES units were established in the mid-1990s, but their use has increased substantially and is still growing. Today, at least eighteen BOCES offer partial or full-service business offices, with most having started between 2005 and 2012. Many more are completing feasibility studies. Use of BOCES for business services accelerated after the State Comptroller recommended separating internal control methods. In addition, school districts often turn to CBOs to replace retiring business officers or when a district is not large enough to attract qualified staff.

What are CBOs?

CBOs are centralized offices operated by BOCES consisting of a small to medium number of staff, ranging from 3 to 46 full time positions. These offices provide one or more back-office services to participating districts (See Table 1). This means that a district may retain some business staff, while “contracting out” for back-office services not provided by the staff it retains. CBOs often start as shared services between only two or three districts, after which other districts would join and services would slowly evolve. Other CBOs were started after a study of transferring personnel from many districts covering many services.

The Shared Services project is directed by John Sipple and Mildred Warner of Cornell University and funded by the US Department of Agriculture Hatch and Smith Lever grant programs, which are administered by the NYS Agricultural Experiment Station at Cornell University. Additional information can be found at: www.mildredwarner.org/restructuring.
What Benefits Do CBOs Offer?

There is no comprehensive statewide cost-benefit study of BOCES CBOs, and conflicting data on whether CBOs offer cost benefits. A 2012 audit of 4 BOCES found business operations to be more expensive through the CBO than provided in-house. However, this audit only provided a “snapshot” of before and after, without taking into account changes over time or other benefits. Other studies have shown savings over time. Broome-Tioga completes self-studies of savings created by its CBO, and has found it saved its largest district a cumulative 1.8 million dollars 1995-2005.

Cost Savings

CBOs achieve cost savings largely through attrition. When a district joins a CBO, a staff member may transfer from that district to the CBO. Then, when someone in the CBO retires or moves on, he or she is not replaced if remaining staff can cover the workload through improved efficiency. Other cost savings increase over time as software, courier, and office supply costs are reduced as school districts eliminate functions and redundant software programs and compete in larger cooperative bids.

Increased Professionalism

Districts that participate in CBOs also report increased professionalism. Not only are staff more specialized, but there is additional oversight from supervisors and colleagues. For example, in Broome County, a vendor was “shut out” of a district because of a personal conflict with a staff person in one of the districts until the district transferred operations to a CBO.

Other Benefits

Districts participating in CBOs report other benefits, including:

• Uniform reporting methods to assist in long-term planning and benchmarking
• Redundant staff in case of back-up emergency need and to avoid lapses in service
• Ability to attract talent in geographic areas where it is difficult to replace retiring business officials

Improved Oversight and Separation of Duties

Several Comptroller audits of school districts have recommended reducing potential of fraud by separating duties, especially cash receipts and disbursements. Smaller school districts often have insufficient staff to accomplish this, but may transfer their operations to a CBO. In addition to specialized staff, CBOs have additional internal control tools developed to reduce fraud, mistakes, and improper recordkeeping.

The Two Dominant Models of BOCES CBO

CBOs generally follow one of two models:

Model 1: Each CBO staff member specializes in two or more school districts. This allows the staff member to become familiar with the school’s practices and software.

Model 2: Each CBO staff member specializes in one or more specific tasks, such as Accounts Payable. This allows the staff member to gain greater expertise and find efficiencies for those tasks. However, all participating districts must use uniform methods and software.

Schools must by law retain their treasurers, but can transfer most other business staff to the CBO. Many times, schools retain a business manager as well to assist superintendents with budget development and other in-house tasks.

Model 2 is often more successful than Model 1, bringing greater cost and quality benefits. In Model 2, staff becomes more specialized as the CBO grows, better delineation of duties is achieved, and greater efficiencies in training and purchasing are achieved because only one software package is needed.

In addition, CBOs that offer more complex services beyond simple accounts payable and payroll bring larger benefits as more staff may be transferred and staff becomes more specialized. For example, Broome-Tioga BOCES and Greater Southern Tier BOCES report that they receive the largest amount of efficiency gains through transferring complex business operations such as accounting and budgeting.
Lessons Learned in 20 Years of CBOs

Early experiments in shared business operations soured districts on centralizing business operations. For example, in the late 1990s, two school districts in Sullivan County, New York, contracted with a private management group to share a business official. The districts ended the contract because of distance staff had to travel, varying skill sets of staff in district, and differences in the procedures each district used. However, successful models and new technology have changed districts’ perceptions. Lessons learned in early CBOs such as Broome-Tioga, DCMO, and Otsego Northern Catskills BOCES have been applied in more recently formed CBOs. Comprehensive studies of BOCES CBOs provided key best practices:

- Retain a CBO manager that has no responsibilities besides the CBO, is experienced in school business operations, and is knowledgeable about business management practices from both the public and private sector.

- Discuss and document the roles of the district and the CBO before beginning service.

- Establish a method of regular communication between the CBO and the district. Teleconferencing and email have overcome barriers of distance.

- Discuss the service with all district staff that provide business services, even those who devote only a small portion of their time to business services. Staff may bring up different concerns, which should be addressed formally or informally to increase buy-in. For example, when creating the Broome-Tioga CBO, verbal guarantees to school boards and staff that staff reduction would only be made through attrition were necessary.

- Strategically bring school boards into the discussion early in the process. In some cases, transfers were derailed because of inadequate communication with school boards.

- If transferring operation to a CBO due to an upcoming position vacancy, begin discussion before that position comes vacant to transfer institutional knowledge.

- Build a service-oriented culture into the CBO. Successful CBOs refer to participating districts as “clients” or “customers” that may take their business elsewhere, and therefore treat them accordingly.

- Transition to a single software package and uniform operations standards as quickly as possible. Multiple software packages have led to inefficiency and inflated or duplicated costs, but school districts have reported high satisfaction even when transferring away from a familiar package.

- Create a clear channel from staff to school administration to address issues and problems. This minimizes the number of problems brought to school boards, depoliticizing issues and speeding resolution.

- When transferring a service, especially sensitive services such as payroll, CBO staff should work in the district with existing staff prior to transferring service. This familiarizes both CBO and school staff/faculty with one another’s practices and establishes comfortable communication between CBO and district.

- Allow districts to slowly add services as staff retire, rather than an all-services-or-nothing approach. St. Lawrence-Lewis switched from an all-or-nothing model to an a la carte model. To date, no districts have dropped services, but new districts have joined the CBO and begun building trust and communication channels.
Capturing CBO Benefits

CBOs have been the subject of studies across the State. Three examples show the difficulty of capturing the full range of benefits of a CBO in a single study. These examples were selected to highlight the range of issues that affect whether cost savings can be achieved:

2011 Feasibility Study for St. Lawrence-Lewis BOCES

St. Lawrence-Lewis BOCES created a CBO program budget proposal to compare salaries, fringe benefits, and material costs before and after school districts transferred additional services to the existing St. Lawrence-Lewis CBO. Although the feasibility study projected a 32% reduction in costs before aid by switching to the existing CBO, they found that component school districts estimated their business costs very differently even when filling out identical program budget forms. This underscores that although CBOs can save costs, especially when the CBO infrastructure is already built; measuring the exact amount saved by transferring to a CBO is difficult.

2009 Feasibility Study of Sullivan BOCES

Sullivan BOCES found in a 2009 study that a CBO would eliminate three full-time positions through attrition from expected retirements. However, these savings would be offset by the increased overhead of leasing a new facility for the CBO, purchasing new equipment, and other operation and maintenance costs, meaning the overall CBO costs would be more than districts currently paid. Current business operations costs for all 7 districts in the study were estimated at $2,608,368 in 2008, and projected costs of using a CBO for similar services was $2,719,791 (Cost to districts before BOCES aid). The critical cost driver in this case was that a new facility would need to be provided, and the cost would drop if existing facilities and equipment could be used.

Broome-Tioga BOCES CBO

Broome-Tioga BOCES CBO began as a shared service between Vestal and Union-Endicott. It took two years to fully transfer staff from the schools to the CBO, beginning with accounts payable and payroll, then phasing in services such as budgeting, purchasing, and fixed assets. After the CBO was fully established, Binghamton City transferred its staff. It took three to five years to begin achieving cost benefits, because of the time it took to reduce staff through attrition and familiarize remaining staff with the system. However, after that period, Union-Endicott saw an annual savings of $300,000-$400,000.

What should Districts and BOCES keep in mind when transferring service?

In addition to best practices, studies of BOCES CBOs found “trouble spots” that each district or BOCES must negotiate through discussion. Some of these issues include:

- **There may be up-front costs to transferring services.** For example, additional software may need to be purchased if the district doesn’t currently use a package supported by the CBO.

- **Initial start-up costs are even greater if a CBO has yet to be established.** In some cases, districts have joined another BOCES’ CBO rather than starting one in their “home” BOCES.

- **There is no standard method of charging CBO fees to districts,** meaning that new CBOs must negotiate this with districts. Common methods are a rate per district RWADA (Resident Weighted Average Daily Attendance) or per CBO staff hour utilized.

- **When staff is transferred to CBO, they may have to drive to the central location,** which is a problem for some staff members.

Smaller districts carry special problems:

- **Despite an initial belief that large districts with many transactions would take the most staff time, these districts actually were organized and well-suited to working with a CBO. Smaller districts had a learning curve that needed to be navigated with the CBO.**

- **Some smaller districts reported difficulty moving their business staff to BOCES because that staff provides many non-business services to the school.**

- **Districts must maintain one staff member.** In cases where a single staff member is doing all business operations already, savings are difficult to achieve without staff reorganization.
**Conclusion**

Over the last several years, the Statewide trend has been toward CBO utilization. However, studies of cost savings associated with these CBOs have mixed results. Positive outcomes in Broome-Tioga highlight that CBOs can reduce or control administrative costs for schools. In addition, there are clear quality benefits among all studied CBOs. On the other hand, some studies reveal a lack of true cost savings.

Nevertheless, a review of studies reveals that even if there aren’t first-year cost savings, the savings tend to grow over time. In other words, joining a CBO is often a long-term investment that pays off after several years. Importantly, it appears the full benefits of CBOs can only be realized if the CBO is large enough to allow for proper specialization, if a single software package is used by all members of the CBO, and if proper protocols for transition and communication have been established.

---

**Endnotes**


f) Personal interviews.


